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labyrinth and what one mig ht expect in the walk (see han dout Appendix A). Altho ugh the labyrinth can be
valuable to clients when walked alone, most therapists will want to accompany the cl ient to
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labyrinth. The process of mindfully walking a labyrinth can bring aid or answers to all these concerns. A
labyrinth is an ancient symbol that represents wholeness. It combines the imagery of the circle and the spiral
into a meandering but purposeful path. It looks like a maze but is not. Unlike a maze, a labyrinth has no
dead-ends. You cannot get lost.
101 Ways to Use a Labyrinth - lessons4living.com
Labyrinth: The Walking Prayer The labyrinth is a model or metaphor for life. The Christian life is often
described as a pilgrimage or journey with God, a journey in which we can grow closer in relationship with
God, and in turn, closer to others. In life, as in the labyrinth, we donâ€™t know where the path will take us.
Labyrinth: The Walking Prayer - Eastern Mennonite University
Suggestions for Walking the Labyrinth These are suggestions for you to take or leave, not instructions: Open
attention One approach is to simply quieten the left brain, thinking mind for a while.
Welcome to the Labyrinth Walk - centreforspirituality.org
The labyrinth is a sacred place set aside for you to reflect, look within, pray, negotiate new behavior. The
rhythm of walking, placing one foot in front of the other, empties the mind, relaxes the body and refreshes the
spirit. Follow the pace your body wants to go. The labyrinth can be walked in four stages.
Remember Release Receive Return - Labyrinth
Labyrinths are found in many cultures as far back as 3500 BC. Unlike a maze, the labyrinth is unicursal,
having a single path leading to the center with no loops, cul-de-sacs or forks. This Labyrinth is a scale replica
of an ancient labyrinth constructed around 1200 AD in the stone floor of Chartres Cathedral, France.
WALKING A LABYRINTH - zdi1.zd-cms.com
Often confused with a maze, which is a puzzle to be solved, a labyrinth is a winding path that moves in turns
toward a center point. At the center of the labyrinth is a space for meditation or
WALKING THE LABYRINTH
Walking Labyrinths. The labyrinth has only one path. It diï¬€ers from a maze in that there are no tricks to. it.
From early on within the Christian tradition to now, countless people have walked. labyrinths as devoted acts
of pilgrimage, prayer and spiritual formation.
How to walk guide - Well-Fed Spirit
Labyrinth proponents claim walking a labyrinth can lead to deeper relationships, a stronger sense of
community, a feeling of being on a spiritual journey, a sense of inner reflection and connection to sources of
guidance, a sense of living in the present, greater creativity, and stress reduction.
Walking the labyrinth: An exercise in self-healing
Labyrinth walking in an ancient practice used by many different faiths for spiritual centering, contemplation,
and prayer. Entering the serpentine path of a labyrinth, you walk slowly while quieting your mind and focusing
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on a spiritual question or prayer.
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